
With young folks on the Haute Route
Marjory Wroe

[I' you have ever pent hours of your precious holidays queuing to be hauled
or hoisted up overcrowded piste , you will know one rea 'on why we decided
to allempt th Haute Route. The other rea on were, [ think, a genuine
de ire for a challenge, and an opportunity to indulge our parallel pa ion
for kiing-c1irnbing and mountaineering. financing an expedition for 6
schoolchildren to attempt the HLR seemed an impo sible ta k, and the
parents were prepared to buy all the extra equipment their children would
need, but could not be expected to pay for the expedition it elf. we were
sure that the HLR had never before been attempted by a group of
choolchildren, we were able to offer this potential 'Fir t' as a good reason

for sponsorship. Our main ponsors were the tour operators chool
Abroad, and we an: very grateful to this company, for without their
generous h Ip the expedition would not have been possible.

Having been promised their financial support, we then began a fea ibility
study which involved pestering everyone we knew who had done the H LR
before. John Barry, of Plas y Brenin arranged for his Staff to give us an
illustrated talk, whilst John J ackson of PIas y Oeri was very encouraging,
and advised us to ask John Ellis Robert to be our guide and leadeLJohn
agreed, and in turn persuaded his friend Or Trefor Owen, an exp ri nced
climber and skier, to accompany us as Expedition Doctor. Frank Oavies, of
Amble'ide, who had done the HLR with the Bonington team in the 60's,
assured me that we could do it, providing we were fit enough!

We began a J'igorous training schedule which involved every week-cnd
from Christmas to May, plodding over the peaks in Snowdonia, while one
evening each week was spent on the plastic slope at Plas y Brenin polishing
up skiing kills. John also insisted that we did quite a bit of rock climbing
and abseiling because he wanted rope handling to be second nature to u '.
We also learned the basic of navigation and mountain afety from lectures
we attended at Pen y Pass Youth Hostel. Despite all our prayers however,
we did not have any opportunity to tryout all our new found skills on snow,
last winter' snowfall in nowdonia being just about non-existent.

evertheless, on 14 May, 1981, when we left for Chamonix, I believed that
we were as well prepared both phy ically and mentally, as it was possible to
bel

pan arrival in Chamonix the following day, somewhat bec!raggled after
the long journey, John consulted the weather forecast ancl co our surprise
announced that we would start the Route on the morrow, since the forecast
was for 5 days of good weather. 'What about our acclimatization-piste
bashing on the Mer de Glace, skinning on the Vallee Blanche?' To no
avail, the very next morning we commandeered the pavement outside the
'Hotel du beau Soleil et des Guides', and began furiously craping wax
from the soles of skis, fitting and Col-texing skins, adjusting bindings, and
generally packing the 101 items which eemed to be essential for the trip.
The lightest pack weighed about 201bs, the heaviest considerably more;
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Nick, John and Chris being burdened with the climbing hardware while
Doctor Trefor carried the medical supplies, emergency food, and
somewhere in his enormous sack, we suspected, the kitchen sink as well'
That afternoon, at Argentiere, we took leave of our back-up team,
Headmaster Elfyn Thomas, and teacher Val McCann, who were driving
round to Champex to meet us.

Strangely subdued, we rode up the 2-stage cable car to the Grands
Montets (3323m). It was snowing and bitterly cold as we struggled down
the icy steps. The conditions did nothing to boost our confidence as we
slithered on quaking legs down the Glacier des Rognons to the Argentiere
Glacier. It all seemed very serious. Even though 4 of the youngsters ski
competitively at National level, they took their share of spills on snow
which varied in consistency from icy moguls to porridge troughs. By the
time we reached the Argentiere Glacier, however, conditions improved
somewhat, and we were heartened by the sight of the Refuge d' Argentiere
nestling amongst the rocks some distance away. We then had our first
experience of 'skinning', and it took us some time to get into it. It was
going dark as we flogged up the last steep kilometre to the hut (2771 m), and
we were glad to arrive, shed our rucksacks, and struggle out of our heavy
boots.

As it was Saturday night, the hut was packed, and we were lucky to find
a place to sit and eat. The Guardien served up a delicious though expensive
meal of soup, omelette and mixed vegetables, after which we all tumbled
into bed, glad of our cosy sleeping bags in the cold, dank dormitory. It was
9 pm. Outside it was still snowing. We rose at 4 am and scrabbled about in
the dark with our torches trying to retrieve all our own gear and pack our
rucksacks-here is where you realise the superiority of head torches.
Breakfast was the usual bread and jam swilled down with fortifying strong
coffee and at 5 am, with the sun not yet risen, we walked precariously down
the steep icy slope until we were able to put on skis and skins to begin the
gruelling zig-zag climb to the Col du Chardonnet (3323m).

It was on this steep, arduous ascent that our inexperience took its toll.
Executing kick turns on a steep slope with a rucksack on is no mean feat,
and Tim fell over on one of the steepest parts and was unable to stand up,
because each time he struggled to find a foothold, he began to slide down
the steep glacier. The combined efforts ofChris and I did little to help him,
but happily there was a burly French guide near, and he hauled Tim to his
feet. He kindly helped us to re-glue our skins, pointing out that unless the
glue was applied to a completely dry ski sole, they would fail to stick
properly. He then warned us to get a move on since the weather was
beginning to look threatening. The rest of our party were out of sight below
us, so we pressed on in the wake of the French party to the summit of the col
where we could wait for them. I had to hang back a couple of times, and
hope for a few moments of privacy whilst I suffered the effects of an
overdose of Dextrose, which had gone through me like the proverbial dose
of salts. We had been advised to take a good supply by an experienced
climber, and eat quantities of it to replenish energy. My advice to anyone
contemplating these tactics is to try it in small doses first, because you
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might cnd up reeling weak and clel1lorali cd as J did. If ou eat ell in the
normal course of things, you reall should not ne d it. When hris, Tim
and I rca hcd Ihe 'ulllmit or thl' 01, we were all cold, and could lind no
natural shelter frolll the vicious wind \\ hich whipped small spicule of ice
intO our faces and cut like a knife through our c1olhes. \ e were not
arr ing snow shovels, but managed to dig a snow hole with our 'ki ; in

Ihis wc 'at munching chocolatc an I dried fruit, inging 10 revi e our pirit t
M}' kalher ski glo\'t', and ,ilk inn rs were not suffIcient 10 keep m hands
warlll in such cold ((}f1dition . The tips of my fing 'rs turned ellow and I
was afraid of'fro'l bite, 0 I placed m hands next 10 Ihe skin of my body to

\ arnt Ihent up. It wa agonising. Chris and Tim had Oach I'in mill' \ ilh
waterproof o\'ermillens. and warm dry hand! fter aboul an hour Ihe rest
of Ihe part arri ed with John and Doctor Trefor. Th y lold u· rhat rhe
too had been having trouble wilh kin coming off.

11 Skiing on the Haute Route (This and next photo: M. Wroe)

Th de cenl from the Col du Chardonnet 10 the 'aleina CIa 'ier wa ver
steep, and 0 we abseiled down 10 the huge, wide glacier. Her we at lun h
whil t the clouds miraculously rolled away and the sun shone hOlly and
comfortingly, drying our sodden skins and uplifting our spirits so that th
magnificent mountain scenery around u· no longer 'eemed oppressi e. A

further 2 hours skinning across Ihe glaciel' broughl u to the steep climb to
the Fenetre de Saleina (326Im). Here we had to carry our skis and kick
step in the snow which, by this time, was both thick and wel. It wa' here
that I suffer d my first nasI shock. J wa' la t, and climbing via ready made
teps in the snow when one of them uddenl gave and I found m elf

foundering up to my hips with a huge, apparenliy bottoml ss hole ben alh
me! Ni k came to lh rescue and all was well, but for the se::cond time that
day I began to ask myself what I wa doing there.t However, a so often
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happens in these capncLQus mountains there was a reward In store-a
lovely ski down the Plateau de Trient and, at last, our first sight of the
Trient Hut (3170m).

We eventually arrived at 4.30 pm after 11 hours 'on the road'. The wood
stove had already been lit by 2 Frenchmen, so we collected snow to melt for
hot drinks and to cook our dried foods. This hut was very well equipped
with utensils so we had no problem cooking, but the subsequent
dishwashing was no mean feat, and it was comforting to reflect that there
are not many bacteria around at 3000m!

We were all tucked up in bed by 9 pm, and nothing was heard until the
electronic bleep of our alarm at 4.30 am. After a sustaining breakfast of
muesli we were soon ski-ing in semi-darkness on beautiful squeaky snow, to
the top of the Trient ice fall. This was an imposing and inhospitable place at
5.30 am, and we were so obsessed with effecting a safe descent that we
hardly noticed the beautiful shapes and colours of the ice which formed
innumerable seracs and crevasses around us. We used every safe ski-ing
technique we knew to get down this tricky and dangerous slope-diagonal
sideslipping with kick turns, straight sideslipping, concentrating everything
upon not falling in this treacherous place! Near the bottom of the ice fall the
slope became convex, so]ohn asked Nick to reconnoitre the terrain ahead.
There was a' huge gaping bergschrund running parallel with the slope, so
we abseiled carefully, one by one, to the bottom of the ice fall and then
traversed across to begin the ascent of the Col des Ecandies. It was here,
whilst waiting to begin the ascent that Dr Trefor fell over, and in
struggling to regain his feet, began to slide down the steep, slippery slope.
Robina and I managed to haul him back with our ski sticks, and we
reflected that it would not be' a good place to slither down, for although the
huge bowl beneath us looked innocent enough, it was a good guess that
beneath the smooth surface lay all kinds 'of horrific crevasses. As we reached
the top of the col (2796m), we were surprised to see some climbers on a rock
gendarme. One of them explained that they were traversing the Haute
Route from Zermatt to Chamonix and climbing the peaks along the route
as the fancy took them, and camping! We were very impressed, not least by
the size of their rucksacks! I doubted my ability even to lift one! Put in this
perspective, our own traverse seemed a pretty small undertaking, and I
could sense the interest of some of our youngsters in the idea of climbing;
perhaps in future years, some of them will be back'

From the col, we had a very enjoyable ski down to Champex, and we
were glad to arrive and meet Elfyn and Val again. We recoun ted our
adventures between mouthfuls of crunchy bread and strong c/:J.eese on the
beautiful shores of Lake Champex. Soon we were on the road to Verbier,
where we planned to take the cable car and stay in the Montford hut. The
following night should have been the Parfleur, then the Dix followed by the
Vignettes finishing with the final flog to Zermatt: However, we were told
that the lifts had stopped running the previous day, and the only alternative
was to drive to Mauvoisin and walk up to the Chanrion hut. We were
shattered at having to change our plans, but piled back into the van for the
drive to Mauvoisin.
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It is interesting to reflect now on the altitude of the group at this stage.
After our adventures, we had been looking forward to being in the nice,
safe environment of the ski village with nothing more exciting to do than
hang around the shops. However, after only t a day, we all felt like fish out
vI' water, and were dying to get back inlO the mountains and to grip with
the route. We spent the night in a pension in Fionnay, and et off around
8 am on the Tuesday morning carrying skis and boots on our ruck acks to
tackle the gruelling slog up to the Chanrion hut. Thi day we christened
Rum Doodle Day, since for most of us it was the hardest and lea t
interesting day of the route. We flogged for mile up to the massive
Mauvoisin Dam, which is far more impressive than the scenery which
contains it. We followed a track high above the reservoir for mile upon
weary mile, stooping through long, wet tunnels, often with a foot of filthy
snow underfoot, emerging into eye-searing sunshine only to find that we
had to cmss the path of yet another avalanche' Eric Roberts, in his guide to
the Haute Route, says that it is a dangerous place, a veritable cauldron of
avalanches, mo t of which roar down in the company of huge rocks which
they have unseated on their way. Even the lighte t packs weighed abollt
451b with skis and boots attached, so it is little wonder that Robina and I
commiserated with each other at the rear,- our eyes popping out with the
strain, and our shoulders bruised and sore. Eventually, we reached the end
of the valley, and knew that the hut was somewhere way above us. Finding
a suitable route for such an ill assoned group was to prove another
challenge for our indomitable leader. Whilst he consulted his maps, we took
a welcome break, agging down into the springy grass. The youngsters
demonstrated again their remarkable powers of recovery, by playing a
hectic game of nowballs, while Trefor and I tried to revive our flagging
spirits by crooning the songs of the fifties, as if such atavism would
rejuvenate the body. All too soon, our torment began again. We struggled
up Grade 6 grass, wallowing waist deep in wide snow fields, feet and hands
wet through and freezing, and bodies pouring with perspiration. To add to
our problems, boulders and stones came cascading down from time to time
from the teep urrounding rock , one of which whacked Chris on the head. We
were relieved to have Doctor Trefor on hand to administer immediate first
aid. Toby was in his element on this son of terrain. He wa the least
experienced skier of the group but, next to ick, the best climber, and he
proved it. Chris and Tim showed that they can cope with most eventualities,
but for me the most impressive performance was given by 14 year old
Robina! How such a slightly built girl lugged a 40lb sack, unbalanced by
skis up that difficult terrain was an inspiration to me! Mandy, the 17 ye,"·
old, suffering from blisters, and what Toby diagnosed as 'Glacier
Lassitude', gratefully accepted assistance, passing her sack to John and
Nick, but Robina was so competent that no one thought of offering to help
her'

The only things which served to uplift our spirits on this day were the
frequent sightings of chamois and marmots, and the profusion of alpine
plants which graced the rocks all round, prompting us to reflect that had
David Bellamy been with us, we would never have arrived at the Chanrion
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hUl and :cen EurOI e' highest rhubarb patch (2642m). The ~uardicn wld
u. it would be ready to cat in July'

Wednesday morning 4.30 a.m. saw us ski-ing happily down to the narrow
·ntrance to the lemma gla ier, The {ir~t part was i y, so wc used our
har chei en for lhe first time, and found lhe lechnique of mO\'ing forward
slower and more difficult than the long cas>' glide \ e had mastCl'ed whilSt
'skinning', The Oternma lacier is some 10 mile- long, and gradually
a ccnd' 1000m Ihroughout it. length, so il is a nice, :tcady plod 10 lhe

ignette hut. After Rum Doodle Day, it was heaven for me since it was so
delightfully unc'\'entful. The young.tcrs. howcver. <kclflrcc! it boring l

There a: quite a crowd at lhe Vignette hut, and we wcre surprised 10

karn that mOSt of Ihem had come from Vcrhier. Apparently a bottle of
COlch, or some othcr enticemcnt works wonders with the ski lift to the

~lontJ()rd hut! h well next time, .. ! It i' worth mentioning that the tOile1

J2 The Vignette hut

at rhe ignetle Hut is at the cnd of an ic palh whieh skirts the precipice
upon which the hut itself is built. This aned as a delerrent 10 us nOI to over
indulg' in the wine which Ihe h"lIardiens were dishing OUl to good lime
groups of French and Germans. For the lirst limc il dawlled upun IllC ~ hal
'holding one's liquor' must mean! Amongsl the groups was one from the
French Pyrenee', who kept u· all entertained afler suppn with Ihe SlitTing
folk song' of their I' gion. However, a dallllxT was placed upon liS as we
were aboul to retire by Ihe Guardicn, who relllindedJohn of Ihe rigorous
ruute to Zermatl which lay ahea I. and cxpres~t'd'grit e doubts about our

ability to make it with such a young and inexperienced group. All, except
John (who by this lime had no doubts aboul our capabilities). wenl 10 be I
fe ling somewhat subdued and apprchcllsi e about what lay in store on Ihe
28km lrek.
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We left the Vignette Hut around 5 am with various other groups who
had the same destination in mind, and were soon skinning up the rolling
Col de I' Eveque which was guarded on both ~ides by impressive Cl-evasses.
Even at that early hour the sun burned its way up the E sky, highlighting
the colours of the surrounding rocks. From the Col de l'Eveque we had the
most fantastic ski we had ever had down to the upper Arolla Glacier. No
piste could compare with this l It was surprising that we could now ski with
ease, hardly noticing our heavy rucksacks and ice axes; it also says a lot for
the design of the sacks. All too soon it was on with the skins and the steady
flog up Mont Brule, pausing to look at the Bouquetin Hut, perched on a
rock over to our left. For the last steep lOOm we had to shed skis, and kick
steps up soft snow which kept collapsing under our feet, giving the
frustrating impression of walking up a descending escalator! There
followed another long exhilarating traverse to the Haute Glacier Tsa de
Tsan, which in fact, is in Italy. Here, in the baking sun we rested and ate
lunch, fortifying ourselves for the final gruelling assault on the Col de
Valpelline (3500m). Everyone has his own technique for talking himself up
cols, private flights of fancy, and I immersed myself as deeply as I could as
my body plodded on relentlessly up and ever up in the blazing sun. We all
found ourselves praying for the odd c1(5ud or two, and even that the
promised storm would begin; anything would be better than frying to
death I Suddenly, just as we were reaching the summit, we caught our first
glimpse of the mighty Matterhorn, rearing up ahead, whilst the voices of
the group from the Pyrenees drifted back to us as they- sang a tribute to the
mountains. We stayed on the summit for a while, taking photographs and
drinking in the view, then the roar of avalanches behind us reminded us to
be on our way. We set off through treacly snow to the Stockji Glacier where
we sank up to our knees in wet snow during the descent, and were soon
strung out across the snow in various poses, none of which would be cited in
a manual of ski techniques. It would have been funny, if it had not been for
the potential danger, and in fact, as we waited at the bottom of the slope for
3 of the team to re-secure their bindings, we saw the first stages of the slope
beginning to avalanche. First there were many tiny snowballs increasing in
size, tumbling and jumping down; then, whole areas beginning to slip
underneath them. We were afraid to shout to urge our companions to
hurry, for fear that the resonance would accelerate the progress of the slide.
It was a worrying time, and we were all glad when we were united as a
group again to begin the helter-skelter descent to the snowline. We sat on
huge boulders next to yet another hydro electric station, and it gradually
began to dawn on us that we had completed what we had set out to do, and
we all felt a deep inner satisfaction.

We hardly noticed the weight of our rucksacks as we strode happily down
the valley road to Zermatt. We were met by a relieved Elfyn and Val, who
recounted how Madame Binet of the Bahnhof Hotel had told them it was
madness for such a young group as ours to attempt the Haute Route. They
had both spent a sleepless night. Perhaps the Swiss doubting Thomases
thought we had tried the Haute Route on a sudden whim, for how could
they know of the months of training and preparati·on which we had had
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beforehand? All the group had shown complete commitment and
dedication to the project from start 10 finish, had learned many basic
lessons for life, and increased their self awareness and self confidence.

At the end of it all, each one said 'That's the best thing I've ever done"
We all meant it, and we will all be back again, maybe not all together, bu'
we will be back!

Editorial Note: The feature of this expedition was the extreme youth of the
party. There were 3 adult leaders accom panied by lads of 13, 15, 17 and 19
and lassies of 12, 14 and 17. A remarkable achievement.

That sinking feeling
Kev Reynolds

To stand alone on a snow-covered glacier in the chill of early morning while
your companion swings at the other end of the rope in the depths of a
hidden crevasse, is one of the loneliest sensations I know, matched only,
perhaps, by that of the man below who unwittingly tests the elasticity of
perlon and experiences without full aesthetic appreciation the blue-green
splendoUI' of vertical ice.

h had been one of those mornings. Hugh's watch was 1000 miles away,
at home; mine had broken 2 days previously, and as a consequence we were
left with mere speculation as to the progress of night. He had sworn that
daybreak was imminent-or at most but an houl' away-as we left the
seductive comfort of the valley, yet we had probed our way in the black,
anonymous darkness for almost 2 hours before even reaching the edge vf
the glacier. There night was as unrepentant as ever, and on a lichen
cushioned rock we had bivouacked for a further 2 and a bit until at last the
first vague hint of colour stained into the eastern sky over Gavarnie.

Those brief minutes of sunrise, with the valleys below boiling their
cauldrons of cloud, and the sky colouring into an incredible palette of
orange, scarlet, burnt sienna and gold, had made the long, long night
forgiveable; sufficient to bleed romance into the heart of even the most
hard-bitten of cynics, and brought waves of optimism as we strapped on
our crampons, effectively banishing the misery of frozen fingers and eyes
sore from lack of sleep.

The Vignemale, highest of the frontier summits in the Pyrenees, reserves
its more alluring features, and its more serious challenges, for the sweeping
cliffs of its great N face, one of the finest for many a long walk. We,
however, had other ideas on this particular morning and were drawn by the
Ossoue Glacier which, flowing down the E flanks, is the largest in the
range. Even so, it pales into insignificance by comparison with so many of
those tortured icefields of the Alps, and yet its modest proportions conceal
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